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Problem 1: [10 marks] 
Solve the following recurrence relations together with the following initial conditions: 

a)    , )2(4)1(4)( −−−−= nanana ,..3,2=n                  1)1(,0)0( == aa  

b)                 , nnana 3)1(2)( +−= ,...3,2=n                 5)1( =a                     
 
Problem 2: [16 marks] 
Find the general form of the solution of the following recurrence relations (Don't 
evaluate the constants): 

a)  nnanana 442)2(6)1(5)( ×+−−−−=

b)  nnnanana 2)1()2(4)1(4)( ×++−+−=

c) )3(8)2(12)1(6)( −−−+−= nananana  
 
d)  )4(16)2(8)( −−−= nanana
 
Problem 3: [4.5 marks] 
What is the general form of the solution of a linear homogenous recurrence relation  with 
constant coefficients if the characteristics equation  has the following roots : 

a) 1,1,1,1,-2,-2,-2,2,3,3,-4. 

b) -1,-1,-1,2,2,5,5,7. 

c) 2,2,2,2,2,2,2,3. 
 
Problem 4: [12 marks] 
Solve the following recurrence relation: 

a) 4)
3

(2)( +=
nfnf ,            1)1( =f    where   is positive integer. ,3kn = k

b) 3)
3

()( ++= nnTnT ,      1)1( =T    where   is positive integer. ,3kn = k

c) 
2)1(

)1()(
+−

−
=

na
nana  ,         1)1( =a    where ..........5,4,3,2=n  



   
Problem 5: [7.5 marks] 
Use the master theorem to find the order of  the following recurrence relations and verify 
your answer by solving one of them assuming that 1)1( =f : 

a) 1)
2

(4)( +=
nTnT  

b) 1)
3

(3)( +=
nTnT  

c) 1)
2

()( +=
nTnT  

 
Problem 6:  [10 marks] 
Bonus Problem ( Optional ): 
a) Solve    ,      nnanana n 32)2(6)1(5)( ++−−−= ,....3,2=n                ( * ) 
 By the method you learnt in the class or by the following method: 
( The solution of  this recurrence relation is )()()( nanana ph +=  where  is 
the general solution for 

)(nah

)2(6)1(5)( −−−= nanana  and it is called the homogenous 

solution of  and is called the particular solution of   and it is a solution 

for ( * ) and has the form  where 

)(na )(nap )(na

jpnqnna n
p ++= 2)( jpq ,,  are constant, to find 

them substitute in ( * ) by  and after you find them add  to  to get 
the general solution of ( * )). 

)(nap )(nah )(nap

 
 
b) Solve 1)()( += nTnT  , where 1)2( =T , and  ,  mn 2= km 2=
 Where both  are positive integers. km,
 
(Hint: change the variable   into  and substitute in the recurrence relation then let  n m2

   And )()2( mST m = )
2

()2( 2 mST
m

= ,and then you can solve it for  ) )(mS


